Intelligent Surveillance Corporation’s SC410 Now FirstNet Ready™ Delivering
Reliable Communications Solutions for Public Safety
SC410 Certified and Approved for use on FirstNet®
Forney, TX November 20, 2020 – Intelligent Surveillance Corporation (ISC) today announced
that its SC410 has been approved as FirstNet Ready™ and ready for use on FirstNet®. The SC410
is a remote intelligent surveillance unit utilizing an array of advanced analytics to support the
needs of law enforcement officers and other first responders in their day to day mission.
FirstNet is built with AT&T in a public-private partnership with the First Responder Network
Authority (FirstNet Authority) – an independent agency within the federal government. It’s
designed with and for first responders and the public safety agencies and extended community
that could be called on to support them. This includes companies that perform mitigation,
remediation, overhaul, clean-up and restoration and provisioning services required in an
emergency or its aftermath.
The SC410, now FirstNet Ready™, supports access to the physically separate and dedicated
FirstNet network core, which enables First Priority® capabilities – always-on priority and, for
first responders, preemption – and Band 14 spectrum. First responders and other FirstNeteligible customers can feel confident the SC410 combined with FirstNet services will provide
the necessary critical connectivity in a reliable, highly secure and cost-effective manner.
As part of the agreement through the FirstNet Embedded IoT Program, the program that
combines industry leading FirstNet Ready™ devices with FirstNet to create a single, unified
solution for a single monthly fee for first responders, public safety agencies and extended
community – the SC410 will include FirstNet connectivity.
“I believe the SC410 will pave the way for FirstNet Embedded IoT devices of its kind. Bringing
forth the portability, reliability and connectivity needed in one form factor is a monumental
step in providing real surveillance solutions to the law enforcement officer and first responder
community,” said David Buschhorn, President/CEO, Intelligent Surveillance Corporation.
The SC410 is the first device of its kind, an Unattended Ground Sensor (UGS), currently available
as a FirstNet Ready product in the FirstNet Embedded IoT Program. ISC looks forward to adding
more IoT embedded solutions to FirstNet in the coming months.

The SC410 is a rugged and dependable device that permits utilization across an array of use
cases. The ability to bring true remote surveillance through FirstNet connectivity paired with
the ability to provide near real-time actionable intelligence makes this device ideal for law
enforcement and first responder use.
“FirstNet embedded solutions go through extensive review, so first responders can be
confident that ISC’s SC410 meets our highest standards for reliability, security and
performance,” said Scott Agnew, assistant vice president, product marketing, FirstNet Program
at AT&T. “The more tools public safety has access to on their network, the more we can help
them achieve their mission.”
Before being certified and approved for use on FirstNet, devices and solutions are subject to
hundreds of tests that cover a number of aspects, from security and durability to network
impacts. This helps make sure that they can meet the needs of first responders.
•
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Covert Surveillance – Near real-time remote transmission of actionable intelligence with
the ability to use multiple power sources.
Sony 4K Sensor – Crisp, 12-megapixel images and 4K Ultra HD video that supports full
evidentiary use.
Military-grade Components – Rugged aluminum construction paired with IP68 waterproof rating provides reliability in all weather and conditions.
Smart, Secure Cellular Transmission – To earn FirstNet Ready™ status, the ISC410 has
undergone and passed rigorous cyber security testing.
Efficient by Design – manages cost/data and battery life by only transmitting desired
content and not processing non-relevant information.
True GPS Tracking – multiple satellite, standalone GPS connections independent of
cellular connection.

“The SC410 has transformed the way I handle my narcotic investigations. It allows me to be in
more than one place at a time, boosting efficiency and overall success as a detective,” said
Sergeant Vaughn, Franklin County DEA Task Force, North Carolina.
To learn more about ISC and the SC410, go to www.intelligentsurveillancecorp.com. For more
on FirstNet, check out FirstNet.com.
FirstNet and the FirstNet logo are registered trademarks of the First Responder Network Authority. All other
marks are the property of their respective owners.

About Intelligent Surveillance Corporation
Intelligent Surveillance Corporation is the manufacturer of Remote Intelligent Surveillance Solutions and
strives to commit to provide law enforcement and customers alike safe, secure, and effective Remote
Intelligent Surveillance Solutions. We build relationships with our clientele based on values rather than
interests. Values are life- lasting but interests fade and change over time. We strive to produce products
with unrivaled value and cutting-edge innovation for years to come. Founded in 2017, the company
offers an array of connected Remote Surveillance Solutions to law enforcement, first responders, and
other critical infrastructure. With operations in both College Station and Forney, Texas, ISC is proud to
be an American Made product. For more information, visit www.intelligentsurveillancecorp.com or
follow ISC cameras on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.
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